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Term 2

The end of Term 2 has arrived. This signifies
the end of the first semester, which means
students will receive their reports. These have
indicated pleasing results for the students
engaged meaningfully in the numerous
opportunities that have been provided this
term.
Staff have spent untold hours working to
organise different activities including the RAW
Challenge at the beginning of the term. This is
an activity we hold annually to build resilience
and persistence in our students, it is a
highlight on our calendar and everyone
involved represented themselves and the
school in a positive manner. We have also had
our students involved in several other
programs provided by external providers to
support their engagement in the school this
semester: The Top Blokes program, in which
our Stage 5 students have displayed a mature
commitment. The PCYC program to support
healthy positive decision making in the
community and an increase in our older
students’ fitness levels, most students took
this opportunity and utilised it in a positive
way.
The big event that took this place this term
was of course our annual Snow trip, which
hasn’t occurred for a number of years due to
the restrictions we have all been under. The
students who participated in this activity had
an amazing time and made some memories
that they will hold dearly for the rest of their
lives. They even managed to get an
impromptu visit from Mr and Mrs Hayes, which
just added to the enjoyment of the trip. The
snow trip is a great opportunity and hopefully
the students who didn’t make it this
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year continue to work towards their goals and
are able to have that opportunity next year.
A massive thank you to all the staff who took
time away from their busy lives to organise and
attend the trip, which included weekends and
public holidays, without this commitment the trip
cannot operate.
The academic program is halfway through, and
our students have been accessing a number of
individualised programs to support their growth
in these areas. The improvement across the
school was evident through reading and viewing
our reports and the results from a variety of
assessments. Our year 10 students are coming
to the end of their educational journeys at North
Gosford Learning Centre and continue to focus
on attaining their Record of School Achievement
before they embark on their chosen pathway.
We look forward to continuing this journey over
the next few terms, thanks everyone for the
commitment they have shown over the last
semester and we hope that this continues into
Semester 2.
Shane Garnett
Relieving Principal
Dates to remember:
Last Day of Term 3 is Friday September 23rd
First Day of Term 4 is Monday 10th October
School Development Day (SDD) Information
NGLC will not be operational on:
Term 3 SDD:

Monday 18th July, 2022.

Term 2

Class 1
"On the 19th of May Class 1 ventured out in
search of the rock carvings known as the
Hieroglyphs. After some intense searching
we accepted defeat and returned to school
without laying eyes on the elusive rock
carvings.
We took on the challenge again on the
2nd of June with the guidance from Jordan
we were successful in locating the rock
carvings. All students had a great time on
both occasions, and it is our plan to
engage in some more bush walks during
term 3."
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Class 2
History
Students in class 2 studying Expanding
Contact this semester had the opportunity to
experience how historians classify sources of
information by visiting a makeshift museum set
up in a classroom.
Not only did students have to opportunity to
look at artefacts and antiques to determine
what they were and their function but also had
to determine if the items were a primary or
secondary source of information.
This can be a confusing area of History and
being able to imagine that they are the
historian or archaeologist examining 25 objects
and documents, helped the students to clarify
how evidence and the recording of history can
be difficult.
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Term 2

Class 3
Class 3 have had an excellent term. It has been
great to see students develop both socially,
emotionally, and academically. This term
students have really engaged in their
mathematic arts program. Students have also
began using a new program called Maths
Online, students have really engaged in this
program and have made excellent progress.
Students have also really enjoyed cooking this
semester and have gone out of their comfort
zones and made things they have never had
before including zucchini brownies, chicken
korma meatballs and much more. Students
have all created some fantastic designs which
have been printed using the school’s 3D
printer.
AFL
Classes 1, 2 and 3 engaged in a 6-week AFL
program this term. The student demonstrated
great respect for their coach during these
sessions. In just a short amount of time
students’ ability to kick and handball the ball
improve dramatically. The students really
enjoyed kicking for goal.
Networld
Students who did not get the chance to go to
the snow participated in an excursion to
Networld. It was great to see the school empty
on excursion day as every student participated
in the outing. I am not sure who enjoyed it more
students or staff. It was a great day.
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Class 4 & 5
Students from class 4 and 5 have been
attending Community access each
Wednesday. Students have participated in a
range of careers focused activities and
exploring Bush walks on The Central Coast.
Students walked The Maitland Bay Bushwalk
from Putty Beach, on the way students were
lucky enough to see whales breaching very
close by. Students have also completed the
Crack neck bush walk which provided some
great viewpoints.
Students have attended Volunteers Central
Coast head office, and the Expo at Erina Fair.
A small group of students help set up tables
and chairs for the expo and then looked for
volunteering opportunities at the Expo. One of
our students attended Norah Head Lighthouse
and has participate in Land Care, we are
hoping to attend regularly next term.
Students were involved in the ‘Top Blokes’
program which explored many subjects that
aren’t often talked about as young people.
This was an extremely successful program
which students got a lot out of.
PCYC ‘Fit for life’ program has been running
this term for Class 4 and 5, this involved
students accessing fitness and boxing classes
run out of PCYC. This has been an enjoyable
program and will be continuing into next term.
Some Class 4 and 5 students have been able
to successfully achieve their white card and
first aid certificate this term with Mr Hoste.
Those that have completed these courses
should be extremely proud as these will.
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Clean4shore Program

Farewell Kathy

In week 6 of term a group of students
volunteered with The Clean4shore Program.
Students met Coordinator Graham and
Barge operator Simon at Woy Woy The
Lions Park, we boarded the Clean4shore
Oyster Barge and left to Pelican Island and
Davistown. The group worked tirelessly to
collect debris and rubbish on Brisbane
Waters. Students collected an abandoned
boat engine, a caravan awning, balls,
buckets, drink bottles, and general waste.
After the hard work we returned to The Lions
Park and were rewarded with a burger and
chips for lunch. Great Work!!

It is with regret that we have to notify our
school community of the resignation of our
fabulous SLSO Kathy.
Kathy has worked with our staff and students
for over 10 years and we will all miss her
smiling face and cheeky personality.
We wish Kathy well in her future endeavours.
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Mrs Boutry
Excursion to Grace Springs Farm
In Week 5, students and staff had a great day
visiting Grace Springs Farm. Grace Springs
Farm is a small, chemical free farm run by
Virginia and her family. Grace Springs Farm
operates using regenerative agriculture
principles – regularly moving animals from
paddock to paddock to mimic their natural
behaviours and to manage and improve the
soil. While students tried their best to avoid
the many cow pats in the paddocks (!),
Virginia shared with us the importance of the
manure and the bugs that break it down,
providing a natural fertiliser for the soil. The
students loved meeting the sow (adult female
pig) and her piglets, dairy cows, meat
chickens and collecting eggs from the laying
hens. It was interesting to notice that Virginia’s
chickens are also Hyline Browns, the same
breed as our chickens at school. A highlight
for some was meeting the Maremma dog who
lives alone with the flock of meat chickens and
loyally guards them (especially the chicks),
protecting them from both foxes and birds of
prey.
Thank you to all the students and staff who
attended for such a great day.
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Highlights

Raw Challenge

Snow Trip

AFL
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